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Intro
- Who are we?
- What do we do?
- Oral skills beyond the classroom?
- Tools and Apps 



By the Way...
We have a wiki for you! 

innoELT2017.wikispaces.com

Here you can revisit the main points of our session, 
follow-up with the rest and find a summary of the activities 

you are going to contribute to

http://www.innoelt2017.wikispaces.com
http://www.innoelt2017.wikispaces.com


Tools ruleD out
Ach so!

Videopath

TurboNote

Vizia

Telegram

Hangouts



Keep it simple
Benefit from what your students already know and use

Avoid App-Scattering          Teach language, not technology



WhatsApp
- 468 million active users 

- very likely students have the app already on their phones

- no need to learn how to use it 

- communication via whatsapp = very extended habit 

- it’s part of their life!



Spontaneous, 

unstructured…

but (mainly)

communication 

in the

target language.

Getting started



Squeeze the app



Text & Sound
Instructions: Pronounce the following word. Listen to the teacher's example and try to improve 
your pronunciation. Comment on the recordings of your classmates and offer your own recording.



Image 1
Instructions: Try to express a compound noun with emojis. Guess what the word might be. Give 
hints.



Image 2
Instructions: Send your location and ask your classmates how you can get from there to a place 
nearby. This place has to be recognizable. Give directions to other classmates.



Video 1
Instructions: Choose a mistake you made in your last composition. Explain the mistake and 
suggest and apply a correction. Watch the correction of one of your classmates and comment on 
it. Can you offer a better correction?



Video 2
Instructions: Record a gesture and explain it's meaning. Comment on the recordings of 2 of your 
classmates. Do you like the gesture? Would you use it? In what situation would you use it?



Now it’s your turn!
Step 1 (10 minutes):

- In pairs, brainstorm about possible audio/video-activities you could try out 

with your students on WhatsApp

- Come up with 2 activities and a simple instruction for each of them

Examples for instructions:

"Think of a gesture. Record the gesture with your video-camera and explain how you do it and what it means. Upload it to 
WhatsApp. Comment on the uploads of your classmates"

"Think of a word you find difficult to pronounce. Record the word with WhatsApp and ask your classmates to write it. Ask 
them to pronounce it, too. Comment on the differences."



Still Your turn 
Step 2 (15 minutes):

- Join another couple

- Create a WhatsApp-group and share it with us

- Try out 2 activities (one from each pair) in the Whatsapp group you created



Read and vote
Vote for the activity you would really like to try out with 
your students.

bit.ly/VoteELT17

http://bit.ly/VoteELT17
http://bit.ly/VoteELT17


Follow-up
Continue the discussion in Twitter using the following hashtag 

#IELT17 

add comments in our wiki innoELT2017.wikispaces.com 

or follow @laiacanals

https://twitter.com/hashtag/IELT17?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/IELT17?src=hash
http://innoelt2017.wikispaces.com/
https://twitter.com/laiacanals


before you leave...
… please tell us how you liked the workshop:

bit.ly/PedroLaiaSurvey 

http://bit.ly/PedroLaiaSurvey
http://bit.ly/PedroLaiaSurvey


… thank you … very much!
Laia: ecanalsf[at]uoc[dot]edu

Pedro: pfernandezmi[at]uoc[dot]edu


